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Abstract: 

Infrastructures and life function closely together. The infrastructural turn in the humanities 
and social sciences points to how built spaces and material constructions organize 
populations, life, and its reproduction (Weizman 2007). When they are included in 
developmental and/or colonial projects, infrastructures are claimed to achieve specific, 
often described as modern, “standards of living” (Larkin 2013). From the combined 
perspective of intimacy and political economy (Wilson 2016), infrastructures articulate 
affective attachments, symbolic meanings and political imaginaries of life, and the 
transnational circulation of capital. This presentation examines the life of cinema 
infrastructures in Gaza’s space of “humanitarian crisis.” In this context, human life is not 
only reduced to its bare minimum, but its value is also constantly monetarized – how much 
does it cost to sustain life under emergency? Some infrastructures are deemed central to 
the possibility of life. For example, the degradation or outright destruction of hospitals and 
power plants – primary targets of Israeli bombs – but also sewage and water salinization 
facilities are testament of an environment on the brink of collapse. Cinema infrastructures 
occupy a particular space under emergency: by offering a place to dwell and entertain, they 
seem to run counter to the logic of survival and immediate life preservation. Cinema 
infrastructures appear to maintain a frivolous relationship to life – it is about pleasure rather 
than necessity. Why invest in them? What is their economic justification under destruction? 
More importantly, what is the political economy of Gaza’s cinema infrastructure and what 
does considering life and cinema infrastructures together tell us about Gaza’s political and 
social futures? This paper analyzes what it means to talk about the life of cinema 
infrastructure rather than infrastructures’ capacity to organize life. It argues that animating 
built spaces in Gaza takes part in a multi-dimensional strategy to locate cinema as essential 
to Gazans’ social cohesion, human rights, and resistance beyond the suspended 
temporalities of crisis. I provide a discursive study of two specific cases: Hamas’ media city 
project, and the civil society-based Red Carpet Human Rights Film Festival. These two 
projects appeal to humanitarian economies of rescue and international ideals of human 
rights by endowing cinema infrastructures with a life that is threatened by Israeli and/or 
Islamist aggressions. Animated by multiple narratives from these various social actors, 
cinema infrastructures are assigned the role of witnesses to Gaza’s past life and derelict 
present, at the same time as they have become one site for the development of Gaza’s post-
conflict humanitarian imaginary of reconstruction. 
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